Case report
Abnormal gel flotation caused by contrast media during adrenal vein sampling
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Abstract
Introduction: During adrenal venous sampling (AVS) procedure, radiologists administer a contrast agent via the catheter to visualize the proper
catheter position.
Materials and methods: A patient with primary aldosteronism diagnostic-hypothesis was admitted for AVS. A venogram was performed to
confirm the catheter’s position with 2mL of Iopamidol 300 mg/mL. Samples were collected with syringe connected to a hydrophilic coated catheter
by low-pressure aspiration from each of the four collection sites: inferior vena cava in the suprarenal portion, inferior vena cava in the infrarenal
portion, left adrenal vein, and right adrenal vein; then immediately transferred from syringe to tubes with gel separator. All tubes were centrifuged
at 1200 x g for 10 minutes.
Results: At the end of centrifugation process, primary blood tubes containing blood from inferior vena cava and left adrenal vein exhibited the
standard gel separator barrier, while tubes from right adrenal vein showed abnormal flotation of gel separator. The radiologist confirmed the usage
of 2.6 mL instead of 2.0 mL of Iopamidol 300 mg/mL. This iodinated contrast media, with 1.33 g/cm3 of density, was used close to the right adrenal
vein due to some difficulty to access it.
Conclusion: The abnormal flotation of gel separator in samples taken from right adrenal vein can be explained by the usage of the iodinated
contrast media. We suggest using plain-tubes (without gel separator) for AVS in order to avoid preanalytical nonconformities. Moreover, a blood volume equivalent to twice the catheter extension should be discarded to eliminate residual contrast media before collection of samples for laboratory
assays.
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Introduction
Adrenal venous sampling (AVS) is recommended
by current guidelines to identify surgically curable
causes of hyperaldosteronism (1). However, selective adrenal blood sampling is frequently viewed
as difficult and time consuming by radiologists
due to three different reasons: a) the small size of
the right adrenal vein; b) the difficult in recognizing the specific vascular characteristics, and particularly in distinguishing it from other affluent veins
to the posterior wall of the inferior vena cava; and
3) the length of the segment of the inferior vena
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cava, due to the high variance of adrenal vein
anatomy, can extend from the 10th to the 12th intercostal space (2).
The simultaneous laboratory measurement of cortisol concentrations during catheterization in samples from the adrenal vein allows a correction for
eventual dilution, and is an objective evidence of
the proper cannulation (e.g., by selectivity index).
The selectivity index – plasma cortisol concentration from side divided by plasma cortisol concentration from inferior vena cava – with values greathttp://dx.doi.org/10.11613/BM.2016.047
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er than the cut-off confirms that the blood sample
was obtained from the adrenal vein (1). Briefly, laboratory should report selectivity index as soon as
possible (e.g., within less than half hour). This procedure allows any improperly collected adrenal
samples to be immediately re-collected, thus reducing the frequency of repeat procedures and
thereby reducing the cost as well as the discomfort
to the patient and avoiding delay in diagnosis (3).
Hayden et al. achieved 89 % success rate in diagnostic sampling of the right and left adrenal veins
after implementing rapid cortisol method. Successful AVS was defined as an adrenal/peripheral
cortisol ratio > 4. Moreover, these authors defined
AVS as essential procedure to patient management, since 50 % of their patients had laboratory
results discordant with imaging (e.g., elevated cortisol-corrected aldosterone ratio from the adrenal
gland without a nodule) (4). Furthermore, once
achieved a correct cannulation, as assessed by the
proper selectivity index in both adrenal veins, the
lateralization index (LI) should be calculated (Table
1) (1). Lateralization Index is obtained from the ratio aldosterone/cortisol in both adrenal veins. A LI
higher than the adopted cut-off (it ranges from 2
to 4) evidences a lateralized aldosterone excess,
thus a dominant adrenal that is eligible for surgical
ablation in order to treat primary aldosteronism.
By contrast, if LI is under the cut-off, both adrenals
are responsible for aldosterone excess, and the patient is candidate to medical therapy (1, 5).
Preanalytical variability, especially regarding blood
sampling, still drives an important issue in laboratory diagnostics (6). Moreover, selection and procurement of tubes for blood collection (i.e., tubes
used during AVS procedure) in healthcare facilities
is often an underestimated issue. Furthermore, na-

tional, regional and local tenders are frequently
plagued by policies, guided primarily by price savings rather than by quality of tubes for blood collection (7,8). All devices (i.e., tubes for blood collection) should be standardized and managed by the
laboratory in order to avoid different brands from
the same kind of tubes at hospital. Some laboratory managers prefer to employ tubes with gel
separator to perform blood collection for immunochemistry assay, since this kind of tube is theoretically considered able to ensure greater analytes stability over time, regardless of the storage
conditions (9,10). Briefly, the gel is displaced and
moves upward to form a barrier between serum
(or plasma) and blood cells upon centrifugation.
Moreover, gel barrier formation is due to differen
ces in density of three components (6):
1. serum or plasma (e.g., density range from 1.026
to 1.031 g/cm3);
2. thixotropic polymer gel as the separator gel (e.g.,
density range from 1.040 to 1.050 g/cm3); and
3. cellular components of the blood (e.g., density
range from 1.092 to 1.095 g/cm3).
This case report aims to demonstrate an abnormal
gel flotation caused by contrast media during adrenal vein sampling.

Material and methods
Case report
A day-hospital inpatient (male, 50 years old) with
primary aldosteronism diagnosis was admitted in
Verona University Hospital (Azienda Ospedaliera
Universitaria Integrata Verona, Verona, Italy) to
perform a sequential catheterization adrenal vein
sampling. The patient was initially evaluated for a

Table 1. Clinical importance of selectivity index and lateralization index calculated from laboratory results.
Description

Formula

Interpretation

Selectivity index (SI)

cortisolside / cortisolinferior vena cava

Values higher than cut-off confirm that blood
sample is properly collected from adrenal vein

Lateralization index (LI)

(aldosterone* / cortisol*) / (aldosterone# / cortisol#)

Values higher than cut-off confirm lateralized
aldosterone excess.

* – results from side with higher concentration. # – results from side with lower concentration.
http://dx.doi.org/10.11613/BM.2016.047
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resistant hypertension, and resulted positive at
both: the screening test (aldosterone-to-renin ratio), and confirmatory test (intravenous salt loading test) for primary aldosteronism, according to
previously described procedures (11). During the
diagnostic work-up, and at the time of AVS, interfering anti-hypertensive drugs were avoided, and
the patient was taking no drugs other than verapamil. An informed consent was obtained before
the AVS, after a careful explanation of risk, benefits, and possible inconclusive results because of
difficult adrenal vein cannulation. The AVS was
performed by an expert radiologist, according to
standardized operational procedures arranged by
a multidisciplinary team involving radiologists,
specialists in laboratory medicine, and general
medicine physicians, in agreement with international recommendations (1). The patient was in recumbent position for more than one hour before
the cannulation, being the AVS performed without cosyntropin stimulation, and normokalemia
was verified. The venogram – an X-ray test that
shows the blood flow through the veins – was performed to confirm the catheter position with 2 mL
of Iopamidol 300 mg/mL (Iopamiro®, Bracco, Milan-IT). Samples (10mL) were collected with syringe connected to a hydrophilic coated catheter
(Glidecath 5FR C1, Terumo Europe N. V., Leuven,
Belgium) by low-pressure aspiration from each of
the four collection sites: inferior vena cava in the
suprarenal portion, inferior vena cava in the infrarenal portion, left adrenal vein, and right adrenal
vein. Samples from each collection site were immediately transferred from syringe into two tubes:
one 3.5 mL tube with 52.5 USP U of lithium heparin and gel separator; and one 3.5 mL serum tube
with clot activator and gel separator (both from
Terumo Europe N. V., Leuven, Belgium). All eight
samples were immediately delivered to our laboratory, and were centrifuged together using the
same centrifuge Rotanta 460R (Hettich Lab Technology, Tuttlingen, Germany) at 1200 x g for 10
minutes, half an hour after the adrenal vein sampling procedure. When trying to aspirate plasma
and serum from the tubes, we observed an abnormal flotation of gel in the tubes collected from the
right adrenal vein that hampered further processBiochemia Medica 2016;26(3):444–50		
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ing of the samples. In order to clarify such an unusual sample condition, we decided investigate the
causes of such a phenomenon.

Methods
Peripheral venous blood sample was collected
(with vacuum tube system from the same lot and
kind of evacuated tubes used during adrenal venous sampling procedure), in order to exclude the
hypotheses of any possible cause of abnormal gel
flotation: e.g. high total protein and high immunoglobulin concentrations.
Total protein was assayed by Biuret method on cobas 6000 c501 (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Penzberg, Germany). Protein electrophoresis was performed on Capillarys 2 (Sebia, Paris, France),
whereas serum immunofixation electrophoresis
was performed on Hydrasys 2 Scan with Hydragel
4 IF (Sebia, Paris, France). Briefly, the Hydragel 4 IF
assay is based on the principle of agarose gel electrophoresis followed by immunofixation. After the
separation of serum proteins according to their
charge, the gel was incubated with different specific antisera targeted against: gamma - (IgG), alpha - (IgA), mu - (IgM) heavy chains; whereas, free
and bound kappa (κ) and lambda (λ) light chains
were assayed with the specific antibodies. The gel
was then processed in order to remove the antisera excess prior to the final staining step. The gel
was interpreted visually to characterize all immunoglobulins.

Results
At the end of centrifugation process primary blood
tubes with blood from inferior vena cava, and left
adrenal vein exhibited the standard gel separator
barrier, whereas unpredictably both tubes (serum
and plasma) from right adrenal vein showed abnormal flotation of gel separator (Figure 1). We
made some vain attempts to access both serum
and plasma from right adrenal vein through the
gel barrier by a micropipette, however we did not
succeed, due to the occlusion of pipette-tip by gel.
A similar situation was described by Gerin et al.
(12). Such an attempt was required in order to
http://dx.doi.org/10.11613/BM.2016.047
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Figure 1. Abnormal gel flotation caused by contrast media during adrenal vein sampling. A – plasma sample in 3.5 mL tube with 52.5
USP U of lithium heparin and gel separator. B – serum sample in 3.5 mL serum tube with clot activator and gel separator. RAV – right
adrenal vein. ICVSR - inferior vena cava in the suprarenal portion. ICVIR - inferior vena cava in the infrarenal portion. LAV - left adrenal
vein.

measure the laboratory parameters needed to
adopt appropriate treatments (i.e. the selectivity
index, and the lateralization index) (1). Without
both cortisol and aldosterone concentrations from
right adrenal vein, the endocrinologist lacks the
expected results from the adrenal venous sampling procedure performed, resulting in a missed
diagnostic procedure.

and 8.4 g/L of gamma globulin). Serum immunofixation showed a normal polyclonal pattern of immunoglobulins (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

The total protein concentration from venous
blood sample was 62.5 g/L, with normal electrophoresis performance (i.e. 40.7 g/L of albumin, 2.1
g/L of alpha 1, 5.3 g/L of alpha 2, 6.0 g/L of beta,

Albumin
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γ

Figure 2. Electropherogram of serum from peripheral venous

sample. All electrophoretic fractions are within normal limits.
http://dx.doi.org/10.11613/BM.2016.047

Figure 3. Immunofixation electrophoresis of serum from peripheral venous sample. Normal polyclonal pattern of immunoglobulins was found.
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Discussion
Our case report showed an unexpected abnormal
flotation of gel separator only in samples from
right adrenal vein. Abnormal flotation of gel separator could be induced by high protein concentration, high density, and/or high viscosity (12-19).
Faught et al. had experimentally demonstrated
that samples with high protein concentration induce inappropriate flotation of gel separator (19).
Furthermore, Gerin and colleagues had properly
shown samples with high plasma density due to
elevated immunoglobulin concentration could
also induce abnormal gel flotation (12). Based on
our results, we can exclude the above key-causes
of abnormal flotation of gel separator, i.e. high total protein, high immunoglobulin concentration,
and abnormal pattern of immunoglobulins.
During adrenal venous sampling procedure, radiologists usually administer a contrast agent via the
catheter to visualize the proper catheter position.
Media contrast could be responsible for both laboratory tests interference, and abnormal flotation of
gel separator (12). The abnormal flotation of gel
separator was to be expected in all the samples
obtained; however, this was not observed. To investigate why only samples from the right adrenal
vein were affected, we interviewed the radiologist.
The radiologist confirmed that 2.6 mL instead of
2.0 mL of Iopamidol 300 mg/mL was used close to
the right adrenal vein due to some difficulty to access it. Lopamidol is a non-ionic, low-osmolar iodinated contrast media with density of 1.33 g/cm3.
This fact can explain the abnormal flotation of gel
separator only on samples taken from the right adrenal vein. Therefore, the excess of contrast media
used near the right adrenal vein could be the
cause of the increased blood density, explaining
the abnormal gel flotation after centrifugation.
Laboratory managers mainly prefer to use vacuum
tubes with gel separator, since it reduces the need
to aliquot specimens and allows a greater amount
of sample after centrifugation, with virtually absent risk of contamination from the cell pellet
thanks to the gel barrier (20). Moreover, samples
from gel-tubes are more stable than plain tubes.
Leino and Koivula showed that cortisol is stable up
Biochemia Medica 2016;26(3):444–50		
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to 6 hours from collection in lithium-heparin plasma specimens collected with lithium-heparin gel
tube from Terumo (same kind of tube used at own
University Hospital) (21). However, the gel in Becton Dickinson’s tubes was reported to interfere
with LC-MS assays of steroid molecules (i.e. 17-hydroxyprogesterone, and aldosterone) (22). Furthermore, both serum- and lithium heparin-vacuum tubes with gel separator produced by different
companies showed different laboratory results for
clinical chemistry tests (23,24). Before adopting
and standardizing every kind of in vitro devices
(i.e. blood tube) for diagnostic use, all laboratories
should obtain information from the manufacturer/method developer (i.e. tube manufacturer) to
confirm the performance characteristics of the
device/procedure. In addition, the independent
verification by the laboratory should confirm,
through objective evidence (in the form of performance characteristics), that the performance
claims for the examination procedure have been
met (7,8). The performance claims for the examination procedure, as confirmed during the verification process, shall be those relevant to the intended use of the examination results. Our nonconformity was due to impaired performance of
the gel tube when 2.6 mL of lopamidol 300 mg/
mL were used by the radiologist during adrenal
vein sampling procedure.
At present, primary aldosteronism is the most frequent cause of secondary hypertension, often undiagnosed because of the complexity of the diagnostic work-up (5). In patients with primary aldosteronism, AVS is the only reliable technique to
distinguish between unilateral and bilateral autonomous production of aldosterone, allowing to offer to the patient the best available targeted therapy, either unilateral adrenalectomy or medical
treatment with a mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist. AVS is an invasive and sometimes difficult procedure because the cannulation of the
right adrenal vein requires very well trained radiologist and thus is not performed in all centres.
AVS procedure can also lead to rare complications,
such as bleeding at the cannulation site or adrenal
vein rupture. For this reason the identification of
possible laboratory interferences with the AVS rehttp://dx.doi.org/10.11613/BM.2016.047
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sults are of paramount importance in order to
avoid the AVS diagnostic failure.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of abnormal gel flotation regarding contrast
media (i.e., iodinate) used during adrenal vein
sampling. However, it is known that iodinate contrast media cause abnormal peaks in capillary
zone electrophoresis of serum proteins and positive bias in assessment of troponin I (25). Further
studies should to evaluate the impact of media
contrast on laboratory assays (i.e. liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry and immunochemistry). This case report was discussed at our own
University Hospital within a multidisciplinary committee involving radiologists, specialists in laboratory medicine and general medicine physicians.
We wanted to define a new procedure directed at
replacing tube types (i.e. from gel- to plain-plasma
tubes) and schedule an internal program to teach
radiology residents to perform AVS in agreement
with international recommendations. This strategy

Contrast media interference

is in agreement with International Organization
for Standardization 15189:2012 standard and
aimed to avoid possible future nonconformity in
this field (26).
In conclusion, we suggest using plain plasma
tubes (without gel separator) for adrenal vein sampling in order to avoid potential preanalytical nonconformities in the diagnostic procedure. Moreover, radiologist staff should discard a blood volume equivalent to twice the catheter extension to
eliminate residual media contrast before collection of samples for laboratory assays.
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